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1.

Purpose of report

1.1

To inform the Cabinet Panel of the response to the petition and to
recommend to the panel the recommendations included herein.

2.

Summary

2.1

The following petition was lodged with the County Council and
achieved 1053 valid signatures:
“We the undersigned petition the County Council to implement a permanent
solution to the narrow bridge at Harper Lane that does not cause the severe
congestion caused by 3 way traffic lights. The preferred solution is a wider
bridge, but failing that a separate foot bridge for bikes and pedestrians is
acceptable.
The short term solution for 6 months of 3 way lights that is proposed until road
works are completed is already causing severe traffic chaos. The long term
solution proposed is also 3 way lights with a pedestrian and bike path and
single file traffic over the bridge. Obviously no analysis of traffic flows was
done and traffic will only get worse with the Bloor Housing Development on
Harper Lane.
The Council have to come up with an acceptable long term solution which
either widens the existing bridge or adds a 2nd foot bridge with ramps up
either side for bikes and prams.”
Members are asked to consider this petition in light of the information
presented in this report
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2.2

The concerns raised within this petition have been fully considered and as
part of the County Council’s process the lead petitioner has met with the
Executive Member (Highways and the Environment), local Councillors and
officers.

2.2

The scheme to introduce traffic signals at the junction of Harper Lane with
Watling Street is considered reasonable in terms of the normal planning tests,
that of, necessity, scale and directly related to the re-development of
Harperbury Hospital. As part of the planning process, Hertfordshire County
Council, in its role as highway authority, engaged in extensive pre-application
discussions with the developer (Bloor Homes). The developer’s team of
consultants highlighted the historic problems with the junction, mainly
associated with accident history, significant queuing in Harper Lane and
severance to potential pedestrian routes caused by the narrow bridge. In line
with normal planning practice the Transport Assessment identified a series of
off-site highway measures including a major upgrade of the Watling Street
junction.

2.3

Any measures provided in support of a development have to be reasonable in
scale. Although most off-site measures offer wider highway benefits they are
primarily delivered to accommodate the impact, and, provide for the needs of
the new residents. The applicant demonstrated that they had included
appropriate mitigation to support the proposed development and satisfy all
highway requirements to deliver a LTP4 compliant development.

2.4

The County Council understands the concerns of the petitioners and the
central view that a wider or additional footbridge would provide a superior
solution. Unfortunately, both options are significantly more expensive. The
applicant has demonstrated they can deliver a planning compliant scheme
therefore any additional cost would have to be secured from other sources.
Without any certainty that the additional funding can be found officers
supported the construction of the proposed junction.

2.5

Work started earlier this year. During the early stages the developer’s
contractor uncovered previously unidentified statutory undertaker’s equipment
that requires diversion. Unfortunately, during this time the works were left
unattended and the temporary traffic management caused considerable
delays. Local residents were concerned that the permanent traffic signals
would operate similarly to the temporary layout. However, the temporary
traffic lights used in no way replicate the operation of the permanent scheme.
The permanent scheme includes additional road width to allow for the
introduction of left and right turn filter/lanes and latest ‘MOVA’ technology
which will optimise capacity and minimise delays.

2.6

To overcome the resident’s concerns officers are willing to suggest a
temporary layout which could be permanently constructed or partially
removed if unsuccessful.

2.7

Our Network Management team have agreed a temporary traffic management
process which will lessen delays during the works. The County Council can
confirm that when works recommence the delays previously experienced by
residents will not be repeated.

2.8

This report concludes with an officer recommendation to authorise
developer’s contractor to re-commence works which will include elements of
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the scheme in a temporary form to allow permanent works to follow or partial
removal of scheme should the junction performance prove to be
unsuccessful.

3.

Recommendation/s

3.1

As set out in the Annex 24 of the Constitution, the Panel can make a
recommendation as follows:

3.1

(i)

refer the matter to Cabinet

(ii)

make a recommendation to officers as to how to respond to the
petition

(iii)

request officers undertake further work and either liaise with the
Local Member and relevant Executive Member before
responding to the petition or bring the matter back to Panel

(iv)

acknowledge the petition but recommend that no further action
is taken.

In this instance officers’ recommendation to Panel is:
i.

The scheme as approved through the planning process to
implement a signal controlled junction facilitating a dedicated
footway/cycleway facility over the bridge on Harper Lane
procced.

ii.

The scheme to be delivered by the developer be implemented in
a manner which temporarily provides the footway/cycleway on
the bridge to enable the scheme to be assessed in advance of
any permanent footway construction being undertaken. This
enables modifications to the junction, including the potential
removal of the signals to be considered if traffic conditions are
significantly negatively impacted by the works.
That the existing bridge, an additional bridge or an alternative
route are not pursued as they are not viable at this stage.

iii.

4.

Background

4.1

As an integral part of the planning permission to redevelop Harperbury
Hospital, the developer, Bloor Homes, are required to introduce traffic
signals at the A5183/Watling Street/Harper Lane junction. The scheme
is to be implemented as part of the off-site measures to facilitate a
residential scheme (206 dwellings). Delivery of the signalised junction
is subject to a planning condition; the junction must be completed prior
to first occupation of any dwelling. However, assuming St Albans City
and District Council approve an application to vary the condition
Hertfordshire County Council have agreed to a completion date further
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into the build programme. No works will commence on site until the
outcome of the petition process is agreed.
4.2

The series of off-site schemes have been designed to support a
development to enable full compliance with the County Council’s Local
Transport Plan and the primary theme set out by Policy 1:
Policy 1: Transport User Hierarchy
To support the creation of built environments that encourage greater
and safer use of sustainable transport modes, the County Council will
in the design of any scheme and development of any transport strategy
consider in the following order:
• Opportunities to reduce travel demand and the need to travel
• Vulnerable road user needs (such as pedestrians and cyclists)
• Passenger transport user needs
• Powered two wheeler (mopeds and motorbikes) user needs
• Other motor vehicle user needs

4.3

Following issue of technical approval the developer commenced
construction of the junction scheme. However, the contractor
encountered a series of unexpected buried statutory services which
delayed progress. During this time temporary traffic management,
which consisted of single phase three-way traffic signals, covered the
operation of the junction. The traffic management layout was inefficient
and led to significant delays. All temporary traffic management was
subsequently removed to reduce the impact on the network. During the
time that the traffic management was in place the County Council
received a high level of complaints including resident’s concerns that
the permanent signalised scheme would lead to similar delays.
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Figure 4.1: Location Plan
4.4

The Harperbury Hospital site is relatively remote; therefore, the
package of measures to enhance opportunities for residents to reach
surrounding facilities by sustainable modes has been incorporated into
the development. The measures include:





Off-road cycling route to Watling Street along Harper Lane and oncarriageway from Harper Lane to Radlett including signalisation of
the Harper Lane, Watling Street junction.
Significant improvements to bus service provision and facilities
Rights of way improvement plan projects incorporating a Pegasus
controlled crossing of Harper Lane

4.5

A key feature of the off-site measures to enable and encourage
sustainable and active modes of transport is the cycling route along
Harper Lane. However, the rail bridge adjacent to the junction with
Watling Street creates a pinch point. There are no footways within the
bridge structure and the carriageway is too narrow for a car and Heavy
Good Vehicle (HGV) to pass in most instances. This situation is further
worsened due to the relatively high number of HGVs using the junction
in relation to the nearby quarry and M25 junctions.

4.6

The introduction of traffic signals at the junction will allow the
carriageway to be reduced to single lane width, and the remaining
width to be constructed as a continuation of the new off road cycle
route provided along Harper Lane, thereby, providing a safe
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pedestrian/cycling link across the bridge. The proposed junction will
also include a pedestrian crossing phase either side of Harper Lane on
Watling Street.
4.7

Since the initial attempt to construct the scheme, the temporary traffic
management has been redesigned in conjunction with the Highways
Network management Team. Unfortunately, this type of work at such
an important junction on the road network will inevitably lead to delays
and congestion but the developer has agreed to carry out the works at
appropriate times. Working longer hours and the short term closure of
Harper Lane during the works will help to significantly reduce the works
programme.

4.8

As previously stated there are no facilities for pedestrians across the
bridge. In the past 5 year period there have been 4 ‘slight’ recorded
collisions, going further back the junction has been classified as one of
Hertfordshire’s hazardous sites.

4.9

The narrow bridge currently contributes to congestion at the junction.
Queuing traffic in Harper Lane is a regular occurrence during peak
hours and quarry related lorries often create problems in Watling Street
(see Appendix 3 – Typical Traffic Conditions). The current layout is
not ideal and as a result there has been a long term aspiration to
introduce improvements. In the future significant growth in the area will
lead to additional demand on the junction. The introduction of traffic
signals provides an opportunity to apply a level of control over the
junction and help to manage flows and help it operate as efficiently as
possible.

4.10

There is a general recognition that the development is remote,
therefore, as part of the planning process significant attention was
applied to ensure all options to improve connectivity were incorporated.
The links between the site and Radlett was one of the issues
investigated. The distance between Radlett Rail Station and the site
access via Harper Lane/Watling Street is 3km and therefore considered
to be well within recognised cycling distances and slightly longer than
normal walking distances (usually considered to be 2km). Access to
Park Street and Bricket Wood Station and the Abbey Line services is
slightly further but still within normal cycling distances.
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Figure 4.2; Road route between development and Radlett and Park
Street Rail Stations
4.10

In line with the planning permission a shared use footway/cycleway has
been constructed by the developer along Harper Lane towards Watling
Street which is designed to continue across the bridge.

4.11

The traffic signal scheme at the junction is included at Appendix 1.
Historically the junction has operated as a typical simple give way
junction without any pedestrian facilities.

4.12

The narrow width of the bridge means it is difficult for two large vehicles
or a HGV and a car to pass, frequently causing delays at the junction
and traffic to back up on both Harper Lane and Watling Street.

4.13

The scheme provides a 2.5m wide shared use footway/cycleway to
cross the bridge. By controlling the movement of vehicles with traffic
signals, vehicles will no longer pass each other on the rail bridge,
hence avoiding the risk of vehicles blocking back onto the A5183.

4.14

Full traffic modelling of the junction has been undertaken. The results
demonstrate that signalising the junction will not reduce the overall
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capacity of the junction. The changes will slightly reduce the current
queue lengths on Harper Lane and introduce short delays to traffic on
Watling Street, through which traffic currently travels between Park
Street and Radlett without any routine delay at the junction. However,
modelling of the proposed signalised junction demonstrates that even
during peak times all arms will clear within a single phase therefore the
longest anyone will be delayed will be 2 minutes. The traffic singles will
include the latest technology which allows variable phasing to be used
to suit different traffic flows. During peak hours the majority of traffic is
travelling through Radlett or Park Street where the built up environment
naturally slows traffic, therefore, overall journey times are unlikely to be
significantly affected by traffic lights at this junction. An output from
Google Maps shows typical traffic conditions (Appendix 3) and reflects
existing congestion that currently occurs in the area.
4.15

The final detailed junction design has been modelled to predict the
impact on all arms a summary of the results is included as Appendix 2.

4.16

In accordance with national and local design guidance, Independent
Road Safety Audits have been completed, Stages 1 (preliminary
design) and 2 (detail design), and where appropriate design revisions
agreed with the County Council as part of the approval process leading
to a Section 278 Agreement being entered into.

4.17

It should be noted that the temporary traffic signals used as traffic
management erected during the construction period were not part of
the final solution and did not represent the operation of the permanent
works. The developer has been working closely with the County
Council to agree temporary traffic management layouts to deliver the
scheme and minimise the amount of disruption to network users.

5.

Alternative Options

5.1

Rights Of Way Network
There is a slightly more direct route connecting the development with
Radlett. The route consists of a series of public Rights of Way. As part
of the planning process Hertfordshire County Council’s Right of Way
team agreed a financial contribution towards upgrading the route.
However, at the time of the planning application the route was only
intended to be upgraded to a standard to suit occasional recreational
use (to supplement the new road route) and unlikely to provide an
attractive option for all. The lack of control over third party land appears
to rule out any significant upgrade across all section of this route.
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Figure 4.3: Alternative Right of Way route between development
and Radlett Station
5.2

The alternative off-road route is a marginally shorter distance. The
route and typical characteristics are included as Appendix 4.

5.3

Additional footbridge
It is understandable why the most favourable alternative option for local
residents is an additional footbridge. This would allow the junction to
operate with minimal delays north/south and provide the required offcarriageway links to surrounding settlements, effectively overcoming
the current pinch point for those walking and cycling along Harper
Lane. However, although specific cost estimates for a new bridge have
not been prepared in detail, the County Council are involved with other
examples of similar structures over railways and would anticipate costs
for such a structure to exceed £5m. The signalised junction was
considered to meet all the planning policy tests, in terms of scale,
relation to the development and of providing one in a series of
sustainable transport benefits. When combined with the other off-site
measures (bus provision and off road cycle route) the overall viability of
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the development is a consideration. An additional cost of £5m to the
scheme was considered unreasonable particularly where it has been
demonstrated that an alternative approach represents a feasible option.
5.4

The estimated cost for the signalised junction is £400k. At the time of
the planning application there was no opportunity to secure the
additional circa £5m funding that a new bridge would require.

6.

Temporary construction of signalised junction

6.1

The temporary traffic management arrangement set up to control traffic
whilst construction was being carried out has obviously led to concerns
that the permanent scheme will create a similar level of congestion. To
demonstrate the permanent works will operate significantly more
efficiently, the officer’s recommendation will be to propose an element
of the scheme, such as, the protected pedestrian/cycling zone over the
bridge, be constructed in a temporary form. All other elements will be
provided in permanent construction. However, should the performance
of the junction prove to be unacceptable, elements of the scheme
including traffic signals and footway could potentially be removed and
the junction returned to non-signalised operation. During this interim
period extensive monitoring of junction use will be carried out to enable
objective assessment.
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Legal Framework

7.1

The junction work is being delivered via planning condition therefore
the planning authority are satisfied that it satisfies standard test:
Paragraph 55 of the National Planning Policy Framework states
“Planning conditions should only be imposed where they are:
1.
necessary;
2.
relevant to planning and;
3.
to the development to be permitted;
4.
enforceable;
5.
precise and;
6.
reasonable in all other respects.”

7.2

In planning terms the scheme is considered ‘necessary’. Therefore,
should the highway authority decide to remove the scheme at a later
stage, unless there is an alternative provision in place, and/or
circumstances are proved to be reasonably different than originally
envisaged there is potential for retrospective challenge against the
‘necessity’ requirement.

7.3

The recent delay imposed on the developer has led to delays in
implementing the scheme and the opportunity for them to comply with
planning condition trigger, ‘completion prior to first occupation’. The
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applicant has applied to the planning authority to vary the trigger point
further into the overall development build programme. Any further
delays or material alterations to scheme delivery will be subject to
further applications to St Albans City & District Council.
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Financial implications

8.1

The current approved junction scheme is to be constructed via planning
condition therefore total scheme costs are met by the developer. The
option to remove part of the scheme, should it prove unsuccessful, or,
additional works to convert temporary to permanent, can be subject to
further negotiation with the developer. Although the basis of any
negotiations will be based on cost savings as a result of temporary
versus permanent works, at this stage there is degree of uncertainty in
relation to costs and additional funding maybe required.

9.

Equalities Implications

9.1

When considering proposals placed before Members it is important that
they are fully aware of, and have themselves rigorously considered the
equalities implications of the decision that they are taking.

9.2

Rigorous consideration will ensure that proper appreciation of any
potential impact of that decision on the County Council’s statutory
obligations under the Public Sector Equality Duty. As a minimum this
requires decision makers to read and carefully consider the content of
any Equalities Impact Assessment (EqIA) produced by officers.

9.3

The Equality Act 2010 requires the Council when exercising its
functions to have due regard to the need to (a) eliminate discrimination,
harassment, victimisation and other conduct prohibited under the Act;
(b) advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a
relevant protected characteristic and persons who do not share it and
(c) foster good relations between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it. The protected
characteristics under the Equality Act 2010 are age; disability; gender
reassignment; marriage and civil partnership; pregnancy and maternity;
race; religion and belief, sex and sexual orientation.

9.4

There are no equalities implications for any persons with protected
characteristics.
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